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“Bees in Jars”
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“Stinging”
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“At the Rock Rings”
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“Looking through”
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“Wright’s Triangle”
Klipsun
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“Sled Dogs”
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“Planting at Joe's Garden”
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“Mortuary Showroom”
Klipsun
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“Edaleen Cows”
*The Planet*
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“Milking Room”
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“Edaleen Barn”
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"Plants at Joe's Garden"
_The Planet_
The Food Issue
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"Mormons & Drag Queen in Red Square"
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“Slaughter Series: Skinning”
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“Slaughter Series: Sawing”
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“Slaughter Series: Emptying”
*The Planet*
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“Slaughter Series: Transporting”
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“Slaughter Series: Butchering”
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“Slaughter Series: Meat!”
*The Planet*
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“Golden Horn Roadless Area: Hunter”
The Planet
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“Golden Horn Roadless Area”
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“Golden Horn Roadless Area: Trail”
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“Grizzly Bear Debate: Joel on bluff”  
The Planet  
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“Grizzly Bear Debate: Joel & Jed”  
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“Grizzly Bear Debate: Joel with horse”  
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“Scottish Highland Cattle”
Our Lady of the Rock: Photo Essay
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“Jo and Marie”
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“Jo and Marie at sunset”
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Thank you

Thanks to all who made these experiences possible for me:

My teachers: Tom, Garth, Nathan, David, Mike, Ann & Pete
My Editors: Kate, Sarah, Matt, Jessi, Erin, Greg & Niki
Writers: especially Alison & Torhil
Designers: Josh, Andrea, Joe, Dan, Kelsi, Mary, Ruthie, Lynn & Heather
My Photographers: Jamie, Brandon & Anya
Advisor: Scott Brennan
The WWU Honors Department
My family: Casey & my parents
All the subjects who have gracefully allowed me access to their lives.
Actual Magazines

can be found on newstands throughout the year.
For more information about either publication,
contact the Journalism department.

Klipsun Winter 2002
The Planet Spring 2001
The Planet Fall 2001
The Planet Winter 2003
The Planet Spring 2003